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Antenna

Crossed-dipole

Modified version of a 
four-square antenna 
(Jáuregui-García et al. 2017)

Minimized beam variation across 
the observing frequency range

Optimized with FEKO

70 MHz 100 MHz

Antenna efficiency

100 MHz antenna



SNAP board data acquisition

2x SNAP boards with external ADCs, 
second stage amps, and housekeeping 
electronics in RF tight enclosure with 
filtered inputs 

Spectrometer firmware on SNAPs: 
0 – 250 MHz 
4096 channels (30.5 kHz) 
500 Msamp/s sampling

Total back end power draw ~80 W, max 
run time ~1 week on 8x lead crystal 170-
Ah batteries 

Whole assembly is placed ~50 m from the 
antenna to reduce self-generated RFI 

SNAP boards also used for HERA; UKZN 
PRIZM run was the first field deployment



Marion Island 
2000+ km from the 
nearest mainland

halfway between 
Africa and Antarctica

Cold : mean minimum temp. ~ 2.8 deg C
Windy : 80 knots gusts, horizontal rain etc.
lava rocks
mice

Serviced annually by SA Agulhas II

Takeover : 3 weeks
Winter-overing : 13 months 

No trees
No roads 
Thick layer of fern
hidden mires

20 km x 12 km



main 
base

Junior's 
hill

deployment site

4 km

~60 dBm difference 
between the 
deployment site 
and base

RFI survey / Site selection 

helicopter radio  
at 123.45 MHz



The PRIZM instrument

70 MHz antenna

Command module
100 MHz antenna



Overwintering team member Kagiso Malepe: 
SANSA engineer and superhero

Winter operations



Quieter nights during takeover

day night

There are very minimal radio communications on the island 
except during the takeover period

People using 
handheld radios

…and when they 
sleep

70 MHz  antenna data



Quieter ionosphere during the night

day
(IRI νp=5.38) 

night
(IRI νp=2.33)

Shortwave 
reflecting off the 
ionosphere

Shortwave reflection 
significantly reduced at night

70 MHz  antenna data



12 hour waterfall plot

70 MHz 

100 MHz 

North-South East-West



KAT-7

Marion has pristine 
radio-quiet FM band

Karoo desert will host the 
upcoming SKA radio 
telescopes in South Africa

RFI levels — Marion vs SKA site (RSA)

HERA

MEERKAT

Orbcomm satellite
137—138 MHz

Marion vs Karoo



Future PRIZM plans
■ SANAP proposal has been renewed for 3 more years! 

■ PRIZM upgrades: improve current antennas                                                                      
and continue to run, instrument characterization 

■ Expansion to lower frequencies, push toward dark ages!                                              
Antennas @huts, save ~20 MHz baseband, correlate afterward. 

■ Ionosphere causes attenuation and refraction 
temporal variation adds noise.  Ionosphere model  
(IRI) predicted <1.7 MHz plasma frequency during 
last solar minimum, next one is coming up. 

■ Last ground ~2 MHz measurements were from 
Grote Reber, 1968, Tasmania  
(~5 deg resolution)

8' FWHM 
synthesized 
beam @ 5 MHz



McGill Arctic 
Research Station 

79°26′N  90°46′W



Summary & future prospects

■ We're beginning to explore uncharted territory in the universe's history using 
redshifted 21-cm observations 

■ PRIZM is a dedicated experiment for exploring cosmic dawn, searching for dip in 
average sky temperature within 9 < z < 25 

■ First PRIZM science run is in progress, continued operations through the 2017 
Austral winter 

■ Marion Island is an excellent new location for low frequency radio astronomy, and 
we'll see how low we can go!


